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M.H.Y.C.

Greetings from your Commodore,
 
Our club is finally completely open, including inside, patio, and pool deck dining, and even
our pool. For the record, we based these decisions on the latest CDC reports and the fact
79% of all COVID-19 deaths were in confined living places including nursing homes and
prisons, with most of the balance being health care workers. “81% of deaths from COVID-
19 in the United States are people over 65 years old, most with preexisting conditions. If
you add in 55-64-year-olds that number jumps to 93%. For those below age 55, preexisting
conditions play a significant role, but the death rate is currently around 0.0022%, or one
death per 45,000 people in this age range. Below 25 years old the fatality rate of COVID-19
is 0.00008%. We will continue follow states mandated guild lines including washing hands,
body temperature monitoring and physical distancing when and where appropriate.
Thank-you all for your co-operation and patience, we continue to put staff and member
safety first.

We were able to perform a limited “virtual” Memorial Day Service, special thanks to our Flag Officers, Past Commodore
John Gallagher and Pat Black for their efforts to pay respects to our nations veterans. It truly was an incredibly unique and
surreal experience. We have re-scheduled our full ceremony for Sunday July 5 th at 9:00 AM.

Chef Rob continues to create some extremely delicious entrees. He never fails to amaze us with new culinary delights and
flavorful dishes. Although much recent effort have been made to insist everyone continue to make dining reservations in
advance due to the physical distancing and limited seating, I would like to make the comment, no one who shows up
unexpectedly is ever turned away if seating can be arranged, “this is your club afterall”. Live entertainment is back starting
with Thursday night music June 11 th . We are also planning our annual Fireworks display for July 3 rd , however it will be
limited to our member’s, their families, and their guests due to continued physical distancing efforts. Kids summer sail
camp is also back however with limited numbers. Special thanks to Kathy Allyn for her months of planning, especially for
addressing all the new restrictions and concerns.

All our volunteer committees are extremely hard at work and all in full swing. Highlights include a year to date increase in
membership, (unfortunately our FME number does remain the same as same as a year ago, due to typical resignations).
The exciting news; all our main docks are full. The East Beach does remain closed until the necessary electrical repairs can
be made. Jon Duer and his volunteer committee are working relentlessly to increase our membership with many new
initiatives. Special thanks to Gretchen Kubicek and PC Mike Logsdon for their successful efforts in improving our internet
coverage on the docks, best WiFi signal ever! We also owe a special thanks to Ken Balogh, Chuck Stephenson, and our
Facilities Manager Mike Jablonski for critically needed emergency dock weld repairs. Lastly special thanks to Ken Balogh,
Bill Nemeth and his sons Chris and Dan and Russ Gallagher, for their deck building skills at the gas dock. Marty Weber
and his house committee continue to ensure our clubhouse remains safe and dry while addressing many maintenance
repairs.

Our Cruising fleet is also under full Sail (and Power). Dave Scarnati and Mary-Ann Peace and their fleet have already made
several successful cruises, one to Edgewater and currently to Geneva. They are clearly having way too much fun! I am told
everyone is invited even if by car. Please reach out to them if interested.

We have hired a new Food and Beverage Manager, John Winters who has hit the floor hard training our wait staff
including many new faces. Unfortunately, they are all currently wearing masks making it hard to identify them. Please take
the time to welcome not only all our new MHYC members (watch for the pineapple flag on their table) but our new staff
as well.

One final note, I am personally continuing to champion a project documenting our policies and procedures including a
new MHYC governance document intended better communicate how your club operates and is governed in an effort to
ensure another 90 years of successful operations, family fun, and boating experience here at one of the best yachting
clubs on the great lakes. Thank-you all for your continued support, let’s all have a great and safe summer!
 
 
Chris Burton
Commodore
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MENTOR HARBOR STAFF

SOCIAL MEDIA

Help build membership by sharing your experiences via social media.
Make sure to tag Mentor Harbor

Use hashtags #mentorharbor #mhyc #harborlife

@MHYC5330 MENTORHARBOR

"Members building membership one experience at a time."

Hours of Operation
Dining

Patio | Pool Deck | Lounge
Tuesday-5-8pm (Pizza Only)

Wednesday-Saturday 12-3pm & 5-9pm
Sunday-11am-3pm (Brunch) & 5-8pm 

Pool Hours
Monday-Thursday 12-6pm
Friday-Sunday 12-8pm

Gas Dock
7 Days a Week 6am-10pm

Bar
Tuesday-4pm-close

Wednesday-Saturday 12pm-close
Sunday-11am-close

Dining by Reservation Only
Reservations@mhyc.us 



June 13th | 1-3pm | Harbor Chill & Grill New Member Introduction
June 25th | 5:30pm Meet & Greet | 6pm Board of Directors Meeting

New Members Website Page Coming Soon to include everything you
need for better communication from the staff to the membership!



WHAT I AM MISSING MR. PAT BLACK, CLUB HISTORIAN

At the time you are reading this, I will be
celebrating the 76 th Anniversary of going
sailing for the First time at Mentor Harbor
Yachting Club. It was in June 1944 on board
Commodore Richard H. Bostwick’s 45 ft. sloop,
FALCON II. Also sailing for the first time was my
Mother, Julia Black. My Father, Herman Black
was a regular crew member on the Falcon, but
Mother was the first woman to sail on board.
One of many “Firsts” in her life.

World War II was progress, although there were signs
that we were winning and the end might be in sight.
Other than the past several months it was the only time
in my lifetime that the club was not fully open and
serving meals. There was very severe gas rationing
and most members at that time lived
outside of Lake County.

After the war the club became a CONSTANT for me. A place where I could always drop in and find
friends, conversation, boating experiences, food, and beverages. My life and work often took me away
for long periods, but I always knew I could come back anytime. I was away in the Navy for four years,
Annapolis, Maryland for work for 5years, and Ventura, California for 4, but I always returned as often as
I could, and I was always a Member.

That is what I have been missing since the lockdown in March 2020. At last in June things will reopen
to some extent, but it will not be with the freedom to use the club the way I have all my life. I WILL
CONTINUE TO MISS IT, but at least I can be there with Sheila and see friends again even at a
DISTANCE. I hope to see all of you soon.
 
Pat Black
Historian



FLEET SURGEON P.C. DR. JANET BLANCHARD

Welcome to another boating season and a special welcome to the new boating
members. New as well as seasoned boating members should take heed to this
message. It has been a very trying start to the season both from the Covid-19 and
weather standpoint. We MUST adhere to the standards set by both the State and
MHYC please!!

Because the weather has been so chilly and variable, the temperature of the
water is still cold……+/- 46 degrees F. This is very pertinent to paying attention to
HYPOTHERMIA both at the dock and when underway.

There are a few reminder points:
 
1. If you inadvertently fall in the water and it is 50 degrees F or less, the
time is 60 minutes or less for survival. A few pointers to increase your chances.
 
2. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO LEAVE YOUR BOAT AND ATTEMPT TO SWIM TO
SHORE. THE EXCEPTION TO THIS IS IF THE SHORELIHNE IS A FEW FEET
AWAY. The body cools down 35x faster with activity and even cools more
than 35x with children. Example, a good swimmer at best can swim only
1/8th of a mile before becoming overcome with hypothermia.
 
3. The fetal position and head out of the water reduces heat loss.
 
4. Always have a flotation device. If there is more than person, huddle together. This
may increase survival time.
 
5. If you rescue someone with hypothermia, rapid re-warming is essential.
 
Remove heavy clothing and wrap the person with towels, blankets or whatever you
have available. Please don’t forget to call 911.
 
Be safe!!!
Watch for CPR classes, if applicable, this summer.
 
Janet M. Blanchard, MD
Fleet Srugeon, PC



JUNIOR ACTIVITIES KATHY ALLYN-JUNIOR ACTIVITIES CHAIRPERSON

MHYC Sailing – Parent Update  5/28/20
Thank you for putting your trust in us to bring back a sense of normalcy to your kids and yourselves through
MHYC’s Sailing and Boating Education Programs!

The state of Ohio announced that youth summer non-contact sports and camps can begin activities on May
31. Private sailing lessons and powerboat handling courses are available from June 1-15. Crow’s Nest Sailing
Program on Monday June 15th , S.O.S. (Start Opti Sailing) starts June 16 as well as Adult Learn to Sail.

Fluid & Flexible Plans: We will continue to make updates and plan modifications as we learn new information
from the State, the Lake County Health Department, American Camp Assoc (ACA), US Sailing Association, and
the CDC.  We will be putting best practices and procedures in place to ensure that we offer a safe and
sanitary environment for our juniors and staff.  We are prepared to adapt our plans as and when necessary,
as we move forward.  We ask that the parents and participants please be patient, understanding, and flexible,
as we do our best to develop programs, safety procedures, and health policies, in real time, amid a highly
dynamic, evolving landscape.  While we will try to offer as much as we can, for as many juniors as possible
this summer, protecting the health and safety of all involved, and following all the required protocols, must
come first.
General Structure for MHYC Junior Programs for Summer 2020 (As of 5/28, subject to change)

Session Dates: Sailing Programs will be offered starting with private lessons June 1-15, Crow’s Nest  (2-6
weeks) from June 15-June 24. Start Opti Sailing and Learn to Sail for Adults (Starting June 16, Tuesday
nights). Learn to Sail for Kids (Ages 8-15) 1-2 weeks starting July 24. Registration is FULL for Race Team,
Adult Learn to Sail and Crow’s Nest. There are still spaces in our SOS Tuesday nights and Learn to Sail for
Kids July 24-Aug 7. Private Lessons can also be scheduled on weekends and evenings after June 17th.
Swim Team: At this time, MHQH Swim Team is unfortunately cancelled. We will be offering “Swim team
lane” and regular stroke lessons for Crow’s Nest participants. Pools have been cleared as safe to use
during the pandemic as chlorine/bromine treatments are effective against viruses. Chairs are spaced
appropriately on the pool deck and will not be moved without approval from the lifeguard.
Sailing Class Sizes: In order to safely manage each class, and to follow the necessary COVID-19
procedures, sailing fleet sizes are limited.  Class sizes will range from 4 to 9 sailors per fleet, with 1-2
instructors (based on session, age, skill level, and boat type).
Assigned Fleets: To limit mixing and to isolate contact if necessary, participants will stay with their
assigned fleet (and instructors or coaches) for 2-weeks. We will reassess assignments at the end of each 2
weeks.
Details on Sailing Sessions: Note this is subject to change. The state is limiting our groups to 9 children
plus instructors. We are staffed for a low 1:5 ratio, but mostly 1:4 ratio - typically with 2 instructors to a
group.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Crow’s Nest will run Monday through Friday. Drop off between 8:45 and 9:15, and Pickup no later
than 4:15. Because of our COVID Check-in Protocols, we cannot receive kids after 9:15am, please be
on time.
Singlehanded Boats: Opti, O’Pen Bic, Laser, Kayak, and SUP
Doublehanded Boats: Flying Juniors, the RS Feva, and Club420 boats can be sailed with 2 people. Each
parent must sign off on the “Quaranteam” pairing(s) from 2 kids or more in the group. If a parent is not
comfortable with the Quaranteam concept, your child will be able to sail solo.
Multi-Person Boats: The Hobie Wave can hold up to 4 people socially distanced. Breeze (Tartan 10) is
32’ and can hold up to 10 people socially distanced. The Pontoon Boat can hold up to 6 people socially
distanced. On each of these we will request sailors wear their buffs while in closer contact with their
peers.
Race Team/Travel Regattas: Initially, there will be no regatta travel. If these opportunities open up in
our area, we will consider adding into our program. Instead, we will be setting up Sunday morning
dinghy racing with a coached session, and will invite experienced adults to join to sail with/against our
kids to teach them



JUNIOR ACTIVITIES KATHY ALLYN-JUNIOR ACTIVITIES CHAIRPERSON

Age Minimum: For Crow’s Nest, we cannot accept any new registrations from children under the age
of 8 this year. SOS continues to be ages 5-10.
Private Lessons: Lessons for up to 2 people per lesson with 1 instructor on either an Opti, FJ, Hobie
Wave, Club420 or 12’ Powerboat. June 1-15th from 10a-1p are almost full. Contact us for evening and
weekend sessions.  Drop off is at 9:45a with pickup no later than 1:15p. Drop off at the upper circle
where your instructor will do a temperature check and take the symptom questionnaire.
Adult Learn to Sail: Tuesday evenings, 5-8p, a group of 12 people ages 15 to Adult will learn the basics
of sailing on Tartan 10 and FJs. Arrival by 5p at the Skeet Field (in front of the pool) where a
temperature check and symptom questionnaire will be done.
Crow’s Nest Fleets: Sailors are grouped together based on experience and the amount of weeks in our
program.

 Opti Adventure 1: Ella McLaughlin (head instructor), Ben Streicher (assistant) 8 sailors
ages 8-10, for 2 weeks. Beginners. *some of these children may choose to add additional
weeks to their camp experience, which is fine. Please contact us when you have decided
what you’d like to do at the end of your weeks.
 Opti Adventure/Green: Riley McLaughlin (head instructor),  Madison Thomas
(Morning assistant)  8 sailors ages 9-11, for up to 6 weeks. Beginners.
 Opti Green/Gold: Fisher Allyn (head instructor/coach), Courtney Thomas (Morning
assistant) Fletcher Allyn (afternoon assistant) 9 sailors, ages 9-12, for up to 6 weeks. All
returning sailors.
 FJ/Boating Adventure: Ryan Zimcosky (head instructor), Keagan Gallagher (assistant) 9
sailors, ages 12-14, for up to 6 weeks. All beginners. *some of these children may choose
to add additional weeks to their camp experience, which is fine. Please contact us when
you have decided what you’d like to do at the end of your weeks.
 JV Race Team: Adler Weber (head instructor), John Rampe (assistant)  9 sailors, ages 11-
13, for 6+ weeks including preseason practices and post-camp regattas if desired. All
experienced.
 Advanced Race Team: Karl Felger and Scott Trask, coaches, Andrew Gallagher,
Instructor. Up to 9 sailors, ages 13-16, for 6+ weeks including preseason and post-camp
regattas. All experienced.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

6. COVID-19 Health & Safety:
Health Screenings & Gear Check: All participating students and staff will need to: pass a
daily health screening and  have all their required gear for the day before entering the
property.

This will be REQUIRED daily, upon arrival to the property.
Crow’s Nest: Caitlin Aguero or Ethan Gallagher will be stationed at the entrance gate
from 8:45-9:15am. They  will ask the health screening questions, take the sailor’s
temperature with an infra-red temperature gauge, and check for the required gear.
After 9:15am, the entrance will be closed for the day unless there has been prior
arrangement due to a doctor appointment or similar. No other exceptions.
Private Lessons and Adult Learn to Sail sessions will have temperatures taken and
screening at arrival.



JUNIOR ACTIVITIES KATHY ALLYN-JUNIOR ACTIVITIES CHAIRPERSON

Fevers, COVID-19 Symptoms, and COVID-19 Exposure Protocols:
Fever: If over 100.4, we will have the parent pull the car over and wait for 10
minutes, when we can check it again. If it is still over 100.4 your camper will be sent
home and required to stay home for at least 72 hours and after the fever has been
below 100 for at least 24 hours without medication.
COVID-19 Symptoms: Crow’s Nest: Each Monday, the parent and sailor will
complete and electronically sign a Google Form which reviews and confirms lack of
symptoms.Tuesday through Friday, you will be asked at the gate if you can say yes
to all of those questions.
COVID-10 Exposure Protocols: Crow’s Nest and Private Lessons: All fleets will be
self-contained so that we can limit cross-contamination. If someone - instructor or
child - tests positive in the fleet, all of the fleet members will be notified and further
instructions will be given at that time depending on the severity of the situation.
The Club’s protocol can be obtained at mhyc.us.

Juniors with High Risk Health Conditions: At this time, we do not recommend that
anyone with preexisting health conditions which put them at high risk for COVID-19
complications, participate in the MHYC Sailing Programs this summer.
COVID-19 Rules & Behaviors & Waivers: All participating students, and their parents/guardians
if minors, will need to sign a Behavior Contract agreeing to follow the MHYC behavior and
COVID-19 rules. This will include wearing a face covering (eg, mask, buff) while on land and when
directed to, maintaining  6’ social distancing when possible or asked, staying only with their
assigned fleet, following rigging procedures, following hand sanitation procedures and meeting
(and submitting) the daily health screening form. There will be a behavioral plan and discipline
policy in place for not following COVID-19 or behavior rules. All participants, parents, and staff
will also be required to sign a COVID-19 Waiver.
Face Coverings & Hand Washing:  All sailors will be required to wash their hands for 20+ seconds
using soap upon arrival, after sailing/playing, before eating, and when they depart. Outdoor
sink(s) will be in place to facilitate the hand washing process.  Face coverings will be required for
all participants upon arrival (detailed guidelines coming on face covering procedures - including
when they can be removed for safety/athletics).

Drop-off, Procedures: Once you have clearance to enter MHYC, you will proceed directly to the
assigned locations around the property. If you have more than one junior sailor, you will drop off
the oldest first and then the youngest last. Race Team needs to be ON property at their group
meeting location by 9am on MWF. We request that parents please do not get out of your cars.
Pick-up Procedures: Proceed to the same drop-off point to retrieve your sailors, if you have more
than 1 sailor in the program please pick up the youngest first. Parents please do not get out of
your cars.
Gear Procedures: Crow’s Nest: Each sailor will be assigned his/her own cubby. This is not to be
shared with other sailors, or siblings. Each cubby will be marked with a name and each group will
have their own set of cubbies together. Adult Learn to Sail: Please leave extra gear in your car.
Private Lessons: Gear can be stored in the Spinnaker Room.
Water Refill Procedures: Sailors should bring 1-2 full reusable water bottles each day. We will
provide refilling opportunities, but in an organized fashion with instructor assistance.
Crow’s Nest Lunch Procedures: Sailors should pack their own lunch each day unless you place an
order ahead of time with the MHYC Restaurant. Orders shall be placed no later than 9am the day
of. Lunches are $8 and will be charged to your member or “Crow’s Nest” account.
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Approved Locations for Sailors:  Juniors will not be permitted upstairs in the MHYC Clubhouse
or Gas Dock. The Pool Bathhouse will be used for restrooms and changing rooms only (no
showering), and in designated Crow’s Nest stalls. We encourage all juniors to use the facilities at
their own home prior to arrival for class, wash hands prior to arrival and to arrive dressed/ready
for class. Showers will not be open for junior use during the program day unless there is an
emergency.

Required Gear: Participants will be required to supply the following equipment: lifejackets, water
bottle, face covering, hand sanitizer, sunscreen, sunglasses, hat, bathing suit, towels and closed-
toed shoes. No sharing of this equipment allowed.  Sailors must take home all equipment DAILY,
and each week the lifejackets should be cleaned according to published Safe Boating Life-Jacket
Cleaning procedures.  No other personal junior gear or backpacks can be stored overnight at
MHYC as the cubbies will be sanitized daily.

Cleaning & Sanitization: We will be following the CDC, EPA, and OH Marine Trades Assoc.
guidelines for the cleaning and sanitizing of boats, equipment, touch-points, and storage areas
used by each class.
Club Provided Gear: The club will provide boats and related rigging for use in our programs. We
are planning to assign specific boats to teams and/or individuals when possible. If boats are
being shared from one fleet to another, the boats will be sanitized before being turned over to
the other fleet.

7. Parent Logistics:
Virtual Orientations: Parent orientations, sailor orientation, and some fleet and race team
debriefs will be conducted remotely using a platform like ZOOM.
Class Cancellations for Weather: Sailing will be cancelled or arrivals delayed for severe weather.
Notifications will be sent via text messages as soon as possible to the parents by 7:00 a.m. In the
event of inclement weather we will provide online activities and websites for your sailors to
review. If you are in need of child care during the day during inclement weather, please let us
know.
Health Screening Parent Involvement: On Mondays, Parents will need to complete a health-
screen via a Google Form prior to arrival.Tuesday-Friday the gate attendant will ask if the
answers are still “No” to all of the questions. The Gate Attendant will be taking the child’s
temperature while the child is in the car DAILY. They will also check for required gear (lifejacket,
water bottle, sunscreen, ect.) for each child. The daily temperature check will be taken with an
infra-red thermometer while your child is still in the car. If the temp is above 100.4, we will ask
you to pull over inside the gate and wait for 10 minutes, when we can check it again. If it is still
over 100.4 your camper will be sent home and required to stay home for at least 72 hours and
after the fever has been below 100 for at least 24 hours without medication.
Supervision of Children Under 12yrs outside of sailing programs: All MHYC member’s children
under 12yrs (and anyone who cannot follow COVID-19 rules/policies without adult assistance)
must have adult supervision on the Club property at all times. Babysitters ages 16+ will qualify for
this supervision role. Non-member’s children cannot stay on property after 4:15 pm or outside of
camp hours unless they are a guest of a member and approval has been given via the member in
an email to mhycsailcamp@gmail.com.
Reduction of activities outside of sailing camp. Please do your best to reduce the amount of time
you and/or your kids spend with others outside of camp the weeks prior to and during the weeks
participating and on the grounds of MHYC.
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8. Please be flexible and understanding!
We have all become pseudo “experts” on infectious disease control over the past 2 months and
our team is doing our best to adapt the continuously changing dynamics to our program. Our
team of certified Instructors is eager and willing to work with you to find the best practices as we
go along. Please be patient and understanding.

We must consider safety and adherence to state/local/CDC policies in all our decisions.
Plans and programs are highly likely to evolve and change as the summer goes on.

Questions - please contact:
Kathy Allyn - Junior Activities Chair - kathyallyn@gmail.com
Caitlin Aguero - Sailing Program Director - mhycsailcamp@gmail.com
Karl Felger - Race Team Director - karl.felger@thesailinginc.com
Jaime Cordova - General Manager - jcordova@mhyc.us
Dr. Janet Blanchard - MHYC Fleet Surgeon - blanchard@doctor.com

Pictured from left to right-Ryan Zimcosky |
Alder Weber | Ethan Gallagher teaching two
students from the Pruce family about wind
direction and points of sail



MEMBERSHIP MINUTE JON DUER, MEMBERSHIP CHAIRPERSON

Dear Fellow members, 

 

it is hard to believe we are already 6 months into 2020. I hope that you and

your families are all doing well and staying safe. As we move out of our lock

downs and business and our lives start back up we are very excited to welcome

you all back to MHYC. If you have not been to the club lately we have installed

all of the proper equipment and are following all the state guidelines so it is

one of the best places to come and relax.

We are working on an amazing west beach project including chairs and fire pits

donated by Marty and Lisa weber. This is quickly becoming one of the nicest

spots to grab some take out and have lunch or dinner then stick around to

catch a classic MHYC sunset.

On Saturday June 13 th we will be hosting a new member induction ceremony.

Please stop out and help us welcome all of our new members from 1-3 pm, we

have over 15 new members since Feb 1st ! After the new member lunch, come help

join us in a west beach clean up to help kick off the summer and this amazing

new relaxation spot on the beach.

I look forward to seeing you all at our club very soon.

 

jon duer



SAILING IN ACTION

MORE PICTURES TO

COME ON OUR MEMBERS

ONLY FACEBOOK PAGE



GENERAL MANAGER CORNER JAIME CORDOVA

The Club’s gradual reopening is pretty much complete and I am happy to report that things are
going very well so far. It is great to see activity in the harbor, clubhouse, patio and pool. The
members that I have spoken to seem happy just to be back and enjoying their club. I think that the
staff and membership alike are realizing that once you adjust to the protocols, you can enjoy Mentor
Harbor like you always have.

Now that we have our feet under us we will begin to expand our offerings and activities. While we had
initially chosen to keep the Club closed on Tuesdays, our Board of Directors has given us the green light
to open the Pool Deck bar starting at 4:00 PM each Tuesday with a pizza menu being offered from the
kitchen. If this is well received we may choose to open the clubhouse as well, sometime in the near
future.

Some more good news to report is that our planned weekly live entertainment will commence on
Thursday, June 11th with Ms. Valerie Marini returning by popular demand to kick things off. We will host
these weekly performances on the Patio or Pool Deck when the weather cooperates. If it is raining or too
cold outside we will move into the banquet room and dance floor and create a dinner club style
atmosphere.

I am also very happy to announce that our annual July 3 rd Fireworks Show will go on as planned but it
will be limited to our members and their guests. The general public will not be permitted to purchase
wristbands at the front gate as in years past. We will also be holding our traditional Memorial Day service
on Sunday, July 5 th since we were unable to have it on Memorial Day due to the State mandated
restrictions at the time. This ceremony is one of the most important annual traditions at Mentor Harbor
and I commend our Board for insisting that it still take place.

If you haven’t been to the Club yet this season, please make plans stop by. I think you will be surprised at
how quickly it feels like the same place you have always loved and enjoyed. See you all soon.
 
 
Respectfully, 
Jaime










